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ABSTRACT 
Let L, denote the set of n by n Latin squares. We show that it is possible to map 
from one such square A to another square B using only the class of mappings defined 
by(l)symb 1’ t h g o m erc an es on cycles defined by two symbols and (2) a restricted class 
of mappings involving three symbols. The total number of mappings so defined is the 
smallest known class sufficient to connect L,. As an application of this result, we 
define a Markov chain on L, whose asymptotic distribution is uniform, thus providing 
a means of generating uniformly distributed Latin squares. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 
1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Latin square of order n is an n by n matrix with entries selected from 
a set of n symbols such as (0, 1, . . . , n - l} in such a way that each symbol 
appears exactly once in each row and in each column. As a concrete example, 
Figure 1 provides two examples of 5 by 5 Latin squares. 
Latin squares appear in various theoretical contexts such as group theory 
and projective geometry as well in applied contexts such as experimental 
designs in statistics. As a result they have been studied extensively from a 
variety of perspectives, and there is a large literature on the subject. A nice 
introduction appears in van Lint and Wilson [lo]; a more comprehensive 
“state of the art” presentation is given in books by Denes and Keedwell13, 41. 
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0 1 2 3 4 
4 0 1 2 3 
3 4 0 1 2 
2 3 4 0 1 
1 2 3 4 0 
FIG. 1 
0 1 4 2 3 
1 0 3 4 2 
4 3 2 0 1 
2 4 1 3 0 
3 2 0 1 4 
Let L, denote the set of n by n Latin squares. Then it is trivial to get the 
weak lower estimate that #(L,) . increases faster than n!(n - l)!-for exam- 
ple #CL,) = 5!4!56 [lo, p. 1611. H owever, the exact value of #CL,) is known 
onZy for n Q lo--the exact value of #CL,,,) is reported by McKay and 
Rogoyski [ll] to be on the order of (9)!(10)!7.5807 X IOz4-and there seems 
to be no good algorithm for constructing a “random” Latin square. One 
natural approach to counting and constructing Latin squares is to do it one 
row at a time, thereby defining “Latin rectangles,” and then try to obtain 
exact or asymptotic formulas using the structural properties of the underlying 
templates. (For references and results, see [3] and [4]. Two other examples 
which provide additional references are Denes and Mullen [5] and McKay 
and Wormald [12].> It . p is ossible to give exact expressions such as those in 
Gessel [7] and Shao and Wei [14], but since the number of terms involved 
increases rapidly with n, these expressions seem to be of little use computa- 
tionally. 
The problem of enumeration and generation of Latin squares is of more 
than theoretical interest, since statistical applications sometimes require a 
“random” Latin square, as detailed in the chapter by Preece in [4]. As a 
technique of randomization, the observation is made there that one can 
permute the row, column, and perhaps the symbol indices of a given Latin 
square, a procedure which defines an “isotopic” class and which constitutes a 
central definition in the classification theory of Latin squares (cf. Denes and 
Keedwell[3]). However, these permutation operations do not connect the set 
of n by n Latin squares, and the two 5 by 5 Latin squares in Figure 1 
constitute the easiest example of non-isotopic Latin squares. 
If one were to define the set of acceptable mappings of Latin squares by 
including any mapping that took one Latin square to another, then L, would 
trivially be connected. On the other hand, as already noted, the set of row, 
column, and symbol permutations does not connect L,. In this paper we 
define a set of mappings which consists of two classes of “symbol operations” 
and which constitutes the smallest known set of mappings that connects L,. 
These results supersede earlier work (Pittenger [13]) in which an inductive 
approach was used to define a connecting set of mappings for some but not 
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all values of n. The same inductive approach was extended to all n by Chase 
[2], who noted that the assumed row and column permutations were not used 
in any essential way in [13] b t u who required a larger class of symbol 
mappings than the class assumed in [I31 and in this paper. 
An alternative approach using column operations was used by Astrayan 
and Mirumyan [l], who defined a set of column operations which connect L,, 
and who estimated the work involved in going between Latin squares A and 
B. Using a different approach, Jacobson and Matthews [9] defined a set of 
row operations which connects L, and also defined a procedure for generat- 
ing random Latin squares via a Markov chain on L,. 
Now a Latin square can be modeled as an n by n cubic array of O’s and 
l’s with row, column, and symbol indices interpreted as X, y, and z 
coordinates and with exactly one 1 in each row, column and file. That 
interpretation permits comparison of row, column, and symbol operations, 
and it is possible to show that the set of symbol operations used in this paper 
corresponds to a proper subset of the row operations used in [9]. In turn, the 
set of operations used in [9] corresponds to a proper subset of those used in 
[l]. These larger classes of mappings provide additional flexibility, however, 
and permit the authors to map from a given Latin square A directly to a 
second Latin square B. In this paper we show instead that one can always 
map from an arbitrary A to a particular Latin square C using a sequence of 
symbol maps, and the invertibility of those maps gives connectivity. 
In Section 2 we establish the necessary terminology and then define and 
illustrate the two basic classes of symbol mappings. The main result of the 
paper has already been described and is formally set forth in Theorem 2.6. 
The proof consists of showing that one can sequentially map a given Latin 
square A to a “target” matrix C one diagonal at a time. The strategy involved 
in this approach and some initial results are given in Section 3, and the proof 
is reduced to showing that the hypothesis of Corollary 3.2 can be realized. 
Section 4 contains the technical details, and the substeps in the proof are 
illustrated schematically. In Section 5 we use Theorem 2.6 to show how a 
uniform distribution on L, can be generated by a Markov chain. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
As defined above, L, denotes the set of n by n Latin squares. Rows and 
columns of matrices in L, will be indexed in the usual way using indices 
satisfying 0 < i, j < n - 1. We will work with various sets of indices and will 
use the following terminology. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. U denotes the set of upper triangular indices {(i, j> : 
0 < i Q j < n - l), and L denotes the complementary set {(i, j) : 0 <j < i 
<n - 1). The diagonal Dd, 0 < d < n - 1, is defined as the set {(i, j) : d = 
j - i[mod n]). U(s) d enotes the set of indices U fl lJ i-o D,, and L(s) 
denotes the set Ln US,=,D,, so that U = U(n - 1) and L = L(n - 1). 
(See Figure 3.) 
Given any Latin square A in L,, we will define a sequence of mappings 
which takes A to the circulant C, the n by n matrix with the symbol d on 
diagonal Dd, 0 < d Q n - 1. (The first square in Figure 1 is the circulant for 
n = 5.) The first class of mappings permits the exchange of two symbols, 
taking the initial Latin square A to a Latin square B which differs from A 
only on a subcycle defined by the two symbols. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An a-b name change is a mapping of A defined by 
selecting symbols a and b on row i and interchanging them on their a-b 
(symbol) cycle of sites in A. 
Thus, for example, if we chose the symbols 0 and 1 and row 4 (the last 
row) of the second Latin square in Figure 1, the mapping would interchange 
0 and 1 on the sequence of positions (4,2) -+ (4,3) + (2,3) + (2,4) + 
(3,4) + (3,2) + (4,2). The mapping defined by choosing symbols 0 and 1 
and row 4 of the first Latin square in Figure 1 would produce a Latin square 
with 0 and I interchanged everywhere. 
The a-b name changes do not connect L,, and an additional class of 
mappings is required for that purpose. The principal result of this paper is 
that adding this second class suffices to connect the set of Latin squares, and 
the two classes constitute the smallest collection of mappings known to have 
that property. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Select a symbol a and two rows i and k. Let (i, j) and 
(k, 1) denote the positions of a in those two rows. Let x denote the symbol in 
(i, I), and y the symbol in (k, j). Suppose x z y, and suppose further that x 
and y are on the same x-y (symbol) cycle in A. Then an (x-y: a) mapping is 
defined by moving the a’s to (i, I> and (k, j), x to (i, j), and y to (k, I) and 
interchanging x’s and y’s on the subsection of their common cycle defined 
by moving vertically from (i, I> and (k, j). 
It is easy to see that the mapping of (2.3) results in a Latin square. The 
number of symbols other than x and y in each row and column obviously 
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remains the same. The initial x and y move on their respective rows, and the 
interchange on the designated x-y segment restores x-y parity on the 
columns defined by the two a’s while maintaining parity in the other rows 
and columns. 
To illustrate the definition, choose symbol 0 and rows 1 and 2, as shown 
in boldface in the first square in Figure 2. The symbols in the associated l-4 
cycle segment are underlined, and the second square is the result of the 
defined (I-4,0> mapping. 
It is possible to choose a symbol a and rows i and k and not be able to 
define an (x-y, a> mapping as described above, either because x = y or else 
because the initial x and y are on different x-y cycles. However, the 
targeted a’s can still be mapped to their new positions. If x = y, an a-x 
mapping allows the a’s to be so moved. If the initial x differs from the initial 
y but is on a different x-y cycle, a preliminary x-y mapping on (say) the x-y 
cycle containing the initial x followed by an u-y mapping permits the a’s to 
be moved to their new positions. As an illustration, select a = 4 and rows 0 
and 1 in the second square of Figure 2. Then 0 and 1 are on different O-l 
cycles, and an initial O-l swap on the cycle containing (0, 0) followed by a I-4 
swap on the original four positions produces the third square in Figure 2. 
(The positions affected by these moves are underlined in the third square.) 
We formalize these observations in the following lemma and illustrate in 
the corollary the techniques to be used in the rest of the paper. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose the symbol a occurs in (i,j> and (k, 1) in II Latin 
square A. Then using only muppings defined by Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, 
those a’s can be mapped to (i, 1) and (k, j) without afecting any other a’s or 
any symbols except for the symbols initially in (i, 1) and (k, j). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Using only moues defined by Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, 
D,_ 1 can be filled with (n - 1)'s. 
Proof Let a denote the symbol n - 1. If an a is not in (0, n - 11, let 
(O,j)and(k,n - I)beth e oca 1 ti ons in row 0 and column n - 1 containing 
0 J 2 3 4_ 0 4_ 2 3 1 3 1: 2 3 0 
4 0 1 2 3 4 1 0 2 3 1 _4 0 2 3 
3 4 0 1 2 3 0 4 1 2 3 0 4 1 2 
2 3 3 0 1 2 3 1 0 4_ 2 3 1 0 4 
12 3 4 0 12 3 4 0 o_ 2 3 4 1 
FIG. 2 
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a’s, and map them to (0, n - 1) and (k, j). I n either case we can assume that 
an a can be placed in (0, n - 1) without affecting a’s not on row 0 and 
column n - 1. The same reasoning applies to (1, O)-an a can be mapped 
into (IO> without affecting the a in (0, n - D-and we continue along D,_ 1 
until it contains only u’s. 
We can now formally state the main result of this paper, deferring details 
of the proof to the next two sections. Note that it is easy to check that each 
mapping in Definition 2.2 or 2.3 has an inverse mapping in Definition 2.2 or 
2.3 respectively, thus confirming the equivalence of the two statements in 
Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let C denote the n by n circulunt for n > 1, and let A 
denote any other n by n Latin square. Then A can be mapped to C using only 
the interchanges of symbols us defined in Definitions 2.2 and 2.3. Equivu- 
lently, the set of n by n Latin squares L, comprises one orbit under the group 
of transformations generated by sequences of moves from Definitions 2.2 and 
2.3. 
As noted earlier, there is no known practical algorithm for computing the 
cardinality of L, for arbitrary n. However, Theorem 2.6 shows that if 
mappings from Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 are picked at random, then with 
positive probability one can map from an initial A to any other B in L,. In 
Section 5 (Proposition 5.4) we show how to define a Markov chain on L, 
which, beginning at any initial A in L,, converges asymptotically to a 
uniform distribution. Thus, one can generate a random Latin square using no 
moves other than the basic mappings of Definitions 2.2 and 2.3. 
A more difficult problem is to determine the rate of convergence to 
uniformity, and for that it might be desirable to use a larger class of 
mappings. The point of Theorem 2.6 then is that any set of mappings which 
properly contains those in Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 automatically connects L,, 
and the additional mappings could be selected to accelerate the rate of 
convergence by providing additional direct linkages in L,. As of this writing, 
the rate-of-convergence issue remains open. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6: STRATEGY AND FIRST STEPS 
We have shown that D,,_ I can be filled in with (n - l)‘s, and the strategy 
of the proof is to show that additional diagonals Dd can be filled in 
sequentially with their assigned symbols d, continuing with d = n - 2 and 
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ending with d = 0. Throughout the proof only mappings authorized by 
Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 are used. Since we can always interchange two 
symbols everywhere using a-b mappings, we can and will initially fill in a 
diagonal using the generic symbol a. 
Lemma 3.1 is central to this approach, and its proof shows the role of 
Lemma 2.4. To illustrate the notation, we include in Figure 3 a sketch of a 
Latin square which has diagonals s + 1 through n - 1 filled in with the 
appropriate fixed symbols, which are denoted by a generic f. We let x 
denote a symbol yet to be fixed. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Diagonal mapping lemma). Suppose diagonals s + 1 
through n - 1 have been filled in and that the symbol a appears 0 < t < s 
times in L(s), the unfilled positions in the lower triangular half L of a Latin 
square A. Then without affecting the fixed symbols on the filled-in diagonals, 
the a’s can be mapped onto D, using only mappings from Definitions 2.2 and 
Proof. Suppose t = 0. Then since an a must appear in the first column, 
it has to be in position (0,O). That forces an a in (1, 11, and similar reasoning 
shows the main diagonal D, must be filled in with a’s. If t = s, it is also easy 
to show that D, must be filled in with a’s. 
Assume then that 0 < t < s, and suppose there are a’s in (i, j) in L(s) 
and (k, 1) in U(s) and that i < k. It is then easy to confirm from Figure 3 or 
algebraically that (i, 1) is in U(s) and (k, j) IS in L(s), so that x’s are in those 
0 1 
0 x 
1 f ; 
2 f f 
f 
n-l-s f f 
n-s x f 
x X 
2 S s+1 
. . . . X f 
. . . . . x 
x . . . 
U(s) 
f x 
f . f x 
f f; 
fC.fi 
. L(s) 
n-2 x x f.. 
n-l x x x . . x f 
FIG 3 
f f 
f f 
x f 
. . 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . 
n-l 
.f f 
.f f 
.f f 
x f 
. . Y 
. . x 
. . Y 
fx i 
.f x 
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two spots. Hence we can invoke Lemma 2.4 to map the a’s into (k, j) and 
(i, 1) without affecting the fued symbols or any other a’s. Continuing this 
process, we can thus assume that all of the a’s in L(s) have been mapped to 
rows with bigger indices than the a’s in U(s). Analogous reasoning shows that 
we can also map the u’s in L(s) to positions with smaller column indices than 
those in U(s). 
Now assume that u’s in V(s) are in (i, j) and (k, 1) with i < k but j > 1; 
that is, the u’s he on a “northeast-southwest” axis. One can confirm that the 
corresponding sites (i, I) and (k, j) must also be in U(s), and that the u’s can 
be mapped into (i, Z> and (k, j) without affecting the futed symbols or other 
u’s. Since a similar analysis works in L(s), we can assume that the u’s in L(s) 
are now on rows rr - t through n - 1 and columns 0 through t - 1, and 
that as the row index increases, so does the column index. But that means the 
u’s in L(s) have to be on the diagonal D,, and the same analysis shows the 
u’s in U(s) have also been mapped onto D,, completing the proof. ??
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose diagonals s + 1 through n - 1 huve been 
filled in and that s > 2. Suppose further that if a symbol a occurs t times in 
L(s) where 0 < t < s, then there is a sequence of mappings whose net eflect 
is to map un additional a into L(s) without permanently displacing any of the 
fixed symbols. Then th ere is a sequence of mappings which fills in diagonal s 
with the same symbol. 
We now have the strategy of the proof of the theorem. Assuming the 
condition of the corollary holds, we can add additional symbols a in L(s) 
until there are s of them, fill in diagonal s with the same symbol, do an a-s 
name change, and thus increase the number of filled diagonals by one. We 
continue until only D, and D, remain, and the next result addresses that 
situation. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose A is a Latin square with diugonuE 2 through 
n - 1 filled in with their (respective) fixed symbols. Then A can be mapped 
to the circulunt C. 
Proof. If the symbol a is in (0, O), then the remaining unfused symbol b 
must be in (0,l). That forces an a to be in (1, l), and continuing in this way 
we see that all of the u’s lie on D,. But then A equals C, up to an u-b name 
change. ??
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The hard part of the proof is verifying the condition of Corollary 3.2, and 
the difficulty is primarily notational. Here’s the idea. We assume there are t 
a’s in L(s) with 1 < t < s and also that the a’s lie on D, by virtue of Lemma 
3.1. We first map the a in (0, t) to (0, 0), using each of the u’s in L(s) in the 
process (Lemma 3.4). We then map the a in (0,O) in a sequence of steps 
down column 0 into L(s) at the possible price of systematically displacing 
some of the fixed symbols. Once the additional a is in L(s), we sequentially 
undo the displacement of the fixed symbols, mapping them back into their 
original positions and leaving L(s) with an additional a. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose 1 < t < s u’s are in L(s) and all of the a’s lie on 
D,. Then the a’s in (0, t) and (n - t + i, i), 0 < i < t - 1, can be mapped to 
(0,O) and (n - t + i, i + 1) 0 < i < t - 1, without uficting entries in the 
fixed diagonals or any other u’s. 
Proof. Since t < s, there are movable symbols on D,, 1. Choosing the 
two u’s in positions (0, t) and (n - 1, t - 1), we map them to (0, t - I) and 
(n - 1, t> without a&zting th e axe f d y b 1 s m o s or any other u’s. We next shift 
the u’s in (0, t - 1) and (n - 2, t - 2) to (0, t - 2) and (n - 2, t - 1) in a 
similar fashion, and we repeat the procedure until all of the u’s are in their 
new locutions. (Figure 4 gives a “before and after” sketch when t = 4.) ??
We will also need to rearrange certain u’s within U(s), and we state the 
result for future use. The proof is essentially the same as that used to prove 
Lemma 3.4, and Figure 5 gives the before-and-after scenario for five u’s. The 
assumptions on the indices guarantee that D,, 1 contains movable symbols 
and that positions (v, v + t) and (v, 11 -t t> are in U(s). 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose movable u’s are in positions (i, i + t> on D,, 
assuming 1 < t < s, 0 < u ,< i < v < n - 1 - t and assuming also that 
v < u + t. Then the u’s can be mapped to positions (v, u + t ) and (i - 1, 
i + t), u + 1 < i < v, without aficting other a’s or fixed symbols. 
0 
n-t 
n-l 
0 t 
x a 
f ; : : x 
f f x . . 
. . . . 
a x . . . 
X a x . . 
X a x . 
. . X a X 
0 
0 a 
f ; : : 
. . 
. . . 
n-t X a . 
X X a 
X X a 
n-l . x x 
F16.4 
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uft v+t 
U X a ,. . . 
X x a . . . 
xxa . . 
. x x a 
V a ,.x x . 
FIG. 5 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6: THE TRICKY PART 
It suffices to verify the conditions of (3.2), so we assume there are t a’s in 
L(s), 1 < t < s, and all of the u’s are on D,. Using Lemma 3.4, we begin by 
mapping the a on the first row to (0, 01, shifting the u’s in L(s) one column 
to the right, and leaving all other a’s and fixed symbols in place. 
Pm-t z 
To move the a in (0, 0) into L(s) we first define recursively a sequence of 
row indices i, with 0 < T Q w. Set i, = 0 and ir+r = [(n + i.)/2], where 
[xl denotes the largest integer in x. Stop the procedure when i,-, < n - 
s < i,, the first time (i,, 0) is in L(s), and denote that r by w. [Refer to 
Figure 3 to see (n - s, 0) is the first position in column 0 in L(S).] Define 
column indices j, by j, = 0 and j,.+ i = [(n + i, + 1)/2], for 0 < r < w, so 
that (i,, jr) is in U(s) and is on D, or D,. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the sequence (i,, jr> be defined us above. Then (i,, 0) 
and (i,_,, j,) m-e on the same diagonal DdCr,, 1 < r Q w, and d(l) > 
d(2) > e.0 > d(w - 1) > s > d(w) > 1 ifw > 1. 
Proof. Suppose ?X + i,_ i = 2k, so that i, = j, = k. Then position (i,, 0) 
is on diagonal n - k, as is position (ir_i, j,) since j, - i,_, = k - 
(2k - n) = n - k. If n + i,_, = 2k + 1, then i, = k, j, = k + 1, andagain 
the two positions are on d(r) = n - k. The last assertion follows from the 
definition of w, completing the proof. W 
Suppose then that 1 Q T < w. Then (i,, 0) and (i,_ i, j,) lie on d(r) > s 
and thus contain the fixed symbol d(r). Since (i,, j,) is in U(s) and lies on 
D, or D,, we have jr - i,-, > s > t >j, - i,. Defining u =j, - t and 
v = i,, we have the conditions on u and v of Lemma 3.5. The x in the lower 
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left comer of the first sketch in Figure 5 is in position (i,, j,), and the u’s lie 
on D,, which intersects column j, at or above row i, but strictly below row 
i,_ 1. Since t < s, D,+l contains movable symbols r, permitting us to use 
Lemma 3.5. We thus map an a into (i,, j,) and move the other associated a’s 
on D, onto D,+l, as indicated in Figure 5. Note that the affected a’s lie 
outside the interior of the rectangle defined by rows i,_ 1 and i, and columns 
0 and j,. Figure 6 illustrates this fact and the status after the mapping. 
If r = 1, then the upper left hand comer in Figure 6 is (0,O) and 
sym = a. That means we can do an a-d(l) swap on four vertices, and at the 
price of mapping an a onto a fixed diagonal Ddcl) and moving two fixed 
symbols d(l) off Ddcl), we have moved an a farther down column 0. Once 
that is done, the same situation obtains for r = 2, and we can map a to 
(iz, O>, with analogous dislocations of two new fixed symbols d(2). Continuing 
in this way, we can map an a to position (i,_ i, 0). 
If it happens that n - s < i, < n - t, then d(w) > t, and the a on row 
i, is in U(s). That also means that diagonal D, crosses column j, between 
row i,, and row i,_ 1 as before. Lemma 3.5 again applies, and a’s can be 
mapped to the positions shown in Figure 6, leaving the same situation as 
before except that there are movuble symbols in place of d(r). Since we now 
have u’s in (i,_ I, 0) and (iW,j,), we can map u’s into (i,, 0) and (i,_ ,,j,,.) 
and thereby increase the number of u’s in L(s) by one without displacing any 
more fixed symbols. 
If i, > n - t, we have a technical problem because the a on row i, is in 
L(s) and is not available to support a Lemma 3.5 mapping within U(s). Thus. 
instead of row i,, we use row k with k = n - t - I, and instead of column 
jW we use column j with j = i,_, + t + 1. It follows that (i,_ I, j) is on 
D tt I and contains a movable symbol, and that position (1 + i,- ,, j) just 
below i,_ i, j) is on D, and contains an a. The a on row k is in U(s), as we 
require for Lemma 3.5, and it is easy to show (k, j) is also in U(s). [If 
n + i,._, = 2m, we have m = i W>n-tt,sothatj-k=2m-n+t+ 
1 - (n - t - 1) > 0, and a similar analysis works if n + i,_ , is odd.] 
. . . . x a 
. . x a 
2, d(r) : : : : . 
x a 
a . . x 
FIG. 6 
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Putting these facts together, we find that Lemma 3.5 again applies, and we 
can repeat the analysis of the preceding paragraph. 
Part ZZ 
If w = 1, we are through. We have increased the number of a’s in L(s) 
by one, and all of the fixed elements are in their proper positions. However, if 
w > 1, we have to undo the damage we have done to the fmed diagonals. 
Now suppose that we could show there is a sequence of moves that maps into 
V(s) the a’s that were mapped into (i,_ ,,jr) for 1 < r < w, replaces them 
in (i,_ i, jr> with movable symbols, and leaves the futed symbols in place, 
including those that have been displaced. If that were possible for each such 
r, the generic position would then be as shown in Figure 7, which is simply 
Figure 6 after the a-d(r) mapping described above. Now if r < w - 1, sym 
denotes d(r + I), while if r = w - 1, we have seen that sym = x, a movable 
symbol. But that means that an r-&w - 1) mapping replaces both d(w - 1)‘s 
on the proper diagonal and shifts an x into position (i,_ 2, 0). We could 
repeat the process for r = w - 2 and continue in this way until all of the 
displaced d(r)‘s were mapped back into place. Since neither the a’s in L(s) 
nor any other fxed symbols would be affected by this last series of moves, we 
wouldhave completed the verification of the conditions of Corollary 3.2 
thus the proof of the theorem. 
and 
Part ZZZ 
Here then is the context for the last step in the proof of Theorem 2.6. 
There is an a in position (ir_i,jr) on diagonal d(r) with s < d(r) =j, - 
i,_ 1. Recalling the remark preceding Figure 6, the a’s on D, in positions 
(i, i + t), 1 + i,_, 6 i Gj, - t - 1, have not been moved, and they lie in 
the interior of the rectangle R(r) defined by rows i,_ 1 and i, and columns 0 
and j,. [For example, see Figure 8(a).] Th ere are displaced fKed symbols in 
d& . . . jr i, + t i r- 1 X 
. . . . . . 
. . . . x a . 
. . . . X a 
. . . . x a 
i, sym . . . . . dir) . . x 
FIG. 7 
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(ir_l,jr_i) and (i,.,j,) which are on D, or D, and which cannot be moved 
during this process. Otherwise there are movable x’s in the other positions in 
R(r)n U(s). As in part I of the proof, the argument is recursive, and some 
special cases have to be examined. 
Suppose first that s = 2 < d(r) = 3 =j, - i,_,. Then necessarily t = 1, 
and we’re dealing with a 2 by 2 subsquare: a’s are in positions (i,_ i, j,) and 
(1 + i,_ 1, - 1 +j,), and movable symbols are in (i,_ 1, - 1 + j,) and (1 + 
i,_ i, j,). Both a’s can then be mapped into U(s) with an x moving into 
(i,_ i, j,) and without affecting any fxed symbols or any other a’s. 
If d(r) > 4, then d = d(r) - [d(r)/21 > 2, so that position (i+,, 
i,_, + (1) cannot coincide with position (i,_,,j,_,>, which contains the 
symbol d(r - 1). Suppose in addition that s > d, so that both (i,_ L, i,_, + 
d) and (ir-l + [d(r)/2l,j,) li e on diagonal d and thus contain movable 
symbols. Let (k, j) denote position (i,_ 1 + [&t-)/21, i,_ i + d), which lies 
on D, or D, and which contains a movable symbol y. There are two 
possibilities, as illustrated in Figure 8(a) and (b). (The symbol mf denotes a 
possible fared symbol moved during the first stage of the proof. The movable 
symbol y is in position (k,j) with (k = i,_ 1 + [d(r)/21 and j = i,_ 1 + d.) 
Assume d > t [Figure 8(a)], so that diagonal D, intersects column j between 
row k and row i,_,. Thus one can use Lemma 3.5 to map an a into (k, j), 
setting the stage for mapping the a out of (i,_ i, j,.) without affecting any 
fmed symbols or other u’s. 
If d < t [Figure 8(b)], diagonal D, intersects column j at or above row 
i r- 1 so that we cannot map an a into (k,j). Instead we define j’ = i,_, + 
t+landk’=i,_i+d(r)-t-landverifythatO<j’-k’.Thereisa 
movable symbol z in (k’, j’), Lemma 3.5 applies, and the a in (i,_ ,, j,) can 
be replaced by a movable symbol in the same manner as before. 
The remaining case is illustrated in Figure 9. We have s < d = d(r) - 
[d(r)/Z], so that the fixed symbol d is in positions (i,_,, i,_, + d) and 
(i,_, + [d(r>/2l,j,X k an d j are defined as before, (k, j> is in D, or D, , 
.A- I j jr Ll j j’ .i, 
a,-I mf mf x x x . . . a i,-, mf mf x x x x a 
i f xx.ax.. . f xx XL. 
.ax.. X a x 
ax x 
k : :::y:.ax 
k’ : . . :zxx 
k . ..; ..x 
. . . . X . . . x 
i, . . . . . mf i, . . . . . mf 
(a) 
FIG. 8 
(b) 
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and D, intersects column j between row k and row i,_ 1. Then Lemma 3.5 
permits a mapping of an a into (k, j) without affecting any f=ed symbol or 
any a’s outside the rectangle defined by rows i,_ i and k and columns j and 
j,. A subsequent a-d mapping puts a’s in (i,_ r, j> and (k, j,) and displaces 
d’s into (k, j) and (i,_ ,, jr). 
We now have two replicas of the pattern just analyzed, one with upper 
right hand comer in (i,_ r, j> and the other with upper right hand comer in 
(k, jr>. It follows that if d - [d/2] Q s, we can map movable symbols into 
and a’s out of (i,_ ,, j) and (k, j,) without affecting fxed symbols or a’s 
outside the two new rectangles. With x’s in (i,_ r, j> and (k,j,), it is then 
possible to replace the two d’s in their proper diagonal in the usual manner. 
If d - [d/21 > s, we continue in the same fashion, doubling the number of 
displaced a’s at each step, but moving them closer to U(s) until they can be 
mapped into U(s) and replaced by movable symbols. Once that is done, the 
displaced fLved symbols can be sequentially returned to their proper posi- 
tions, and that completes the last step of the proof. 
5. UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LATIN SQUARES 
We now know that L,, the set of n by n Latin squares, is connected by 
the moves defined in Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, and a useful application of that 
result is to show how to choose these moves “at random” to obtain asymptoti- 
cally a uniform distribution on L,. We do this by using a standard theorem 
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for Markov chains, which is recorded next. (For the terminology and a proof. 
see, for example, Feller [6, p. 3561.) 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose P = (p(x, y); x and y in S) is a transition 
matrix on a finite state space S. Suppose P is aperiodic and irreducible. Therl 
for any initial probability distribution p on S, up” = C, p(x)p’(x, y) 
converges to the same distribution n on S, and rr is the stationary distribu- 
tion for P: rp( y) = rr( y). Zf in addition P is symmetric, rr is the uniform 
distribution on S. 
Suppose we can define a transition matrix (p(A, B); A, B in L,,) for 
which p( A, B) is strictly positive if Z? is obtained from A by one of thtl 
Definition 2.2 or 2.3 moves. Then the connectivity of Theorem 2.6 implies 
irreducibility: one can go from a given Latin square A to a Latin square B in 
a finite sequence of steps, each of which has positive probability. If in 
addition there is at least one A for which p( A, A) > 0, then P will br 
aperiodic: 1 is the greatest common divisor of the integers m for which 
p”(B, C> > 0 for arbitrary but fixed B and C. Finally, if p(A, B) = p(Z3, A), 
then rr will be the uniform distribution: r(A) = l/#(L,). 
It is easy to construct such a transition matrix for L,. First of all note that 
there are f(n) = n(i) ways of making the initial selection of two symbols and 
one row for a Definition 2.2 mapping. Similarly, there are f(n) ways of 
making the initial selection of one symbol and two rows for a Definition 2.3 
mapping. Let q1 and q2 denote strictly positive real numbers summing to 
one and introduce the following notation. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Z,(a, b, i, A, B) equals one if B differs from A only by 
a single Definition 2.2 mapping involving symbols a # b on a cycle which 
includes row i, and Z,(a, b, i, A, B) equals zero otherwise. Z,(a, i, k, A, R) 
equals one if B differs from A only by a single Definition 2.3 mapping 
defined by symbol a and rows i # k, and Z,(a, i, k, A, B) equals zero 
otherwise. I& A, a, i, k) equals one if a Definition 2.3 mapping is not defined 
by the selection of symbol a and rows i z k, and equals zero otherwise. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let A and B be in L,, and define 
1 
PICA, B) = m a$b F Z,(a,b,i, A, B). 
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Define 
1 
pz( A, 4 = m F is ZdA,a, i, k). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let P denote the transition matrix on L, x L, de- 
fined by 
P(A~ B) = ep,(A, B) + qspz(A, B). 
Then P is an irreducible, aperiodic, symmetric transition matrix on L, X L,, 
and therefore its associated Markov chain converges in distribution to the 
uniform distribution on L,. 
Proof. The transition matrix is irreducible because p( A, B > 0 if and 
only if B can be reached from A by a Definition 2.2 or 2.3 mapping. It is 
easy to check that 1 = C, p,( A, B) and that p,( A, A) = 1 - 
c B + A p,( A, B), so that P is row stochastic. Since p( A, A) is positive for a 
number of different A’s, P is aperiodic. 
To check symmetry, suppose first that B differs from A by an a-b name 
change on one a-b cycle. The A differs from B in precisely the same way, 
and thus pl( A, B) = pl( B, A). Note that longer cycles are given more 
weight than shorter cycles, since each row involved in an u-b name change 
contributes the same weight. Since only two symbols are involved, pz( A, B) 
and p,(B, A) both equal zero, and thus p( A, B) = p(B, A). 
Now suppose that B differs from A by an (x-y, a) mapping. Since three 
symbols are involved, pl( A, B) = pl( B, A) = 0. Suppose in addition that the 
role of symbol a can be distinguished by the fact that more than two x’s and 
two y’s have been affected. Then there is only one way to invert the (x-y, a) 
mapping to go from B to A, the inverse of the original mapping, and thus 
p,(A, B) = p,(B, A). If exactly two x’s and two y’s are affected, then the 
role of a can be played by each of the three symbols involved, and there are 
three different choices of (symbol, row, row’) that take A to B and inversely 
take B to A. (For a specific example, look at the symbols 0, 2, and 3 in 
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columns 1 and 2 of the second square in Figure 1.) In this case we also have 
p&A, B) = p,@, A), and that completes the proof of the proposition. ??
Let us note some of the features of the definition. First of all q1 is a free 
parameter, so that different weights can be given to the classes of Definition 
2.2 and Definition 2.3 moves. Also, changes on longer u-b cycles are given 
higher probability th an changes on shorter u-b cycles, and a somewhat more 
involved definition could provide different weights as a function of cycle 
length. And as we noted at the end of the proof, Definition 2.3 mappings in 
which a total of six symbols are affected are given a higher weighting. 
Implementation of the model is straightforward. Given an A, first decide 
with the appropriate probability whether to do a Definition 2.2 or a Defini- 
tion 2.3 mapping. Then select at random an (a, b, i) or an (a, i, k) triple as 
appropriate. In the former case, implement an u-b cycle swap as specified. In 
the latter case, determine if a Definition (2.3) mapping is permitted. If it is, 
implement it; if not, leave A unchanged. If q, = l/2, the process is 
simplified further. 
As noted in the introduction, the question of the rate of convergence to 
uniformity remains open and appears to be difficult. If additional moves are 
allowed, the analysis should be easier, but the definition of the transition 
matrix becomes correspondingly more involved. The interested reader can 
consult [9J for additional insights. 
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